Your Complete Source for Biodegradable Lubricants

APPLICATIONS

Seeking an environmentally friendly slide-lube solution? We have your answer.

Introducing ECO Biodegradable Slide-Lube from DSI Ventures, Inc.

 Railroad Tracks
 Metal to Metal Sliding
Applications

 Tool Slides

ECO Biodegradable Slide-Lube is a highly biodegradable oil for lubricating all types of
metal to metal sliding applications in environmentally sensitive applications. The
solution provides outstanding protection against wear on your equipment while
minimizing adverse environmental impact. It is fortified with additives that protect
against rust and oxidation (R&O) and maintains a film of protection on your metal to
metal surfaces due to it’s molecular additive that adheres to metal.
ECO Biodegradable Slide-Lube is proven to biodegrade in field environments. Made
from vegetable base oils and highly biodegradable synthetic esters, the fluids are stable
during use, yet break down easily in case of accidental spill to the environment. Our
solution has proven itself in field and laboratory tests. The base oils are almost 100%
biodegradable in standard laboratory tests. We are happy to provide a free, no
obligation consult to determine if the solution is right for you. Contact us today!

Available Packaging:
5 Gal. Pails, 55 Gal. Drums, 275 Gal. Totes, and Bulk Quantities.

ECO-FRIENDLY BENEFITS






Extends the life of your metal to metal sliding equipment
Solves your environmental problems
Contains Anti-Rust and Anti-Corrosive Additives
Vegetable Oil Base is 98% Biodegradable
Prevents scarring on metal surfaces.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Ventures, Inc.
1320 E. Commerce St.
Tyler, TX 75702

ISO Grade:

Viscosity, cSt @ 40° C ……………………….………...
Flash Point, °C …………………………….…….……...
Pour Point, °C ………………………..…….…….……...
4-Ball Wear Test, scar mm ………...……..…..………..
RBOT ASTM D2272, Minutes ………………………….
Copper Corrosion Test D30, 24 Hrs @ 121C ………...
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Additional technical information available on request

800-796-0220
sales@dsiventures.com

DSIventures.com
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